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3 Las Vegas’ CES awards for the Galeon Electronic Health Record 

Galeon's Electronic Health Record (EHR) and Population Health Management (PHM) system 

received three prestigious awards at the international tech event: Cybersecurity and Personal 

Privacy, Human Security for All and Web3 and Metaverse Technologies categories.  

About ten hospitals are equipped with Galeon in France, including a university hospital. Galeon 

enabled the equipped hospitals to withstand several major cyberattacks: it is a first. During the 

cyberattacks, caregivers were able to continue their work without disruption, that is, saving 

lives, as Galeon instantly switched to SAFE MODE. 

The CES recognition is accelerating the company's growth both in France and internationally. 

Galeon has also been awarded in The Web3 And Metaverse Technologies Category 

Galeon uses blockchain to train Artificial Intelligence in a decentralized manner with 

"Blockchain Swarm Learning®". This technology developed by Galeon unleashes the potential 

of AI and the caregivers' capacity for innovation without compromising the confidentiality and 

security of health data. 

With the aim of always putting the latest technologies at the service of patient protection, 

Galeon has developed a new generation of Organ Donor Card. With the federation of 

Associations for the Donation of Organs and Human Tissues (France ADOT), and with the 

participation of Addiction Agency and Sooyoos, Galeon uses blockchain technology to certify 

the inalienable right to donate organs, making the process smoother and more traceable. 

The CES in Las Vegas is the most important high-tech event on the planet. It revealed the first 

VCR in 1970, the game Pong in 1975, the Xbox in 2001…  

Galeon looks forward to meeting you at its booth 60601 - 2, within the French delegation. 

More about Galeon 

Galeon, since 2016, has revolutionized healthcare with its Population Health Manager (PHM), 

leveraging its expertise in advanced Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems. Implemented in 

ten French hospitals including two CHUs, Galeon's software facilitates robust Medical AI 

development with its highly-structured data approach. 

Visit www.galeon.care for more information. 
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